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Abstract. Let £ be a Banach space and let A be a continuous

function from E into jE. Sufficient conditions are given to insure

that the differential equation u'(t) =Au(t) has a unique solution

on [0, oo ) for each initial value in E. One consequence of this result

is that if — A is monotonie, then —A is m-monotonic and A is the

generator of a nonexpansive semigroup of operators.

Let £ be a Banach space over the real or complex field and let

I • | denote the norm on E. HA is a continuous function from E

into E, we will give a sufficient condition for the autonomous differ-

ential equation

(ADE) u'(t) = Au(t)

to have a unique solution u( • , z) defined on [0, oo) such that

w(0, z)—z for each z in E. One consequence of this result is that if A

is continuous and — A is monotonie, then — A is wz-monotonic and A

is the generator of a nonexpansive semigroup of operators. The

principal tool in this paper is the one-sided derivative of the norm on

E which will be used as a Liapunov function.

Definition 1. If A is a function from E into E and x and y are in

E, define

(i) D+[x, y, A ] =limA_>+0 (|x — y+h[Ax — Ay]\ — \x—y\)/h and

(ii) D-[x, y, A ] =lim^_o (|x— y-\-h[Ax—Ay\\ — \x—y\)/h.
Remark 1. Each of the above limits exists since the function

h—+\x— y-\-h[Ax—Ay]\ is convex. Furthermore, £>_[x, y, A]

^D+[x, y, A ] for all x and y in E.

Example 1. Let E* denote the dual of E and for each x

in E let G(x) denote the set of all g in E* such that (x, g) = |x|

and |g| =1. In [8, Corollary 2.2] it is shown that D+[x, y, A]

= sup{Re(Ax—Ay, g):g is in G(x — y)}. Consequently, D_[x, y, A]

— — D+[x, y, — A ] =inf {Re(^4x — Ay, g):g is in G(x— y)}. For each

x in £ let F(x) denote the set of all / in E* such that (x, f) = |x|2

and |/| =|x|. Note that if xf^O then / is in F(x) if and only if

//|x| is in G(x). Thus — A is accretive on E (i.e. Re(Ax—Ay, f) ^0
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for all x and y in £ and all / in F(x—y)—see [l]) if and only if

D+[x, y, -4]i20 for all x and y in £ and —A is monotonie on E

(i.e. Re(Ax — Ay,f) —0 for all x and y in £ and some/ in Fix— y)—

see [4]) if and only if D-[x, y, .4] 5=0.

Let R denote the space of real numbers and suppose that a is a

function from R into R which satisfies each of the following condi-

tions :

(Cl) a is continuous, a(0) =0, and <¡>it, 0) =0 for all / in [O, «¡)

is the unique solution to y'=a(y) such that</>(0, 0) =0.

(C2) For each p>0 the maximal solution </>(•, p) to y' =a(y) such

that 0(0, p) =p exists on [O, «>).

Lemma 1. Let q be a function from the interval (a, b) into E and let

p(t) = I q(t) I for each t in (a, b).
(i) If q'+it) exists then p'+it) exists and

p'+(t) =   lim (| ?(<) + h¿(t) I   -  I q(t) I )/*.
«-►+0

(ii) If q'-(t) exists then p'-it) exists and

p'jfy =   Hm  (| qit) + hqUt) I   -   I q(t) | )/*.
h-*-0

For a proof see [3, p. 3].

Lemma 2. Let a satisfy conditions (Cl) and (C2), let T be a positive

number, and let (5n) " and (pn) " be sequences of nonnegative numbers such

that limn-,» ôB = 0 and limB.,M p„ = 0. For each n = \ let \pn be a solution

to y'=a(y)+5n such that ^«(0) =pn- Then for sufficiently large n, \¡sn

is defined on [O, T] and lim,,.,,*, \pn(t) =0 uniformly on [O, T].

For a proof see [3, Theorem 3, p. 17].

Lemma 3. Let ß be a continuous function from R into R, let p be in

R, and let r be the maximal solution to the differential equation y' =ß(y)

such that r(0) =p. If r is defined on [O, T] and p is a continuous func-

tion from [0, T] into R such that piO) sip and p'-it) Sßipit)) for each

t in (0, T], then pit) £r(t) for all t in [O, T].

For a proof see [6, Theorem 1.4.1, p. 15].

Theorem 1. Let a and <p satisfy the conditions (Cl) and (C2) and

suppose that A is a function from E into E which satisfies each of the

following :
(i) A is continuous on E.
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(ii) P_[x, y, A]^a(\x—y\ ) for all x and y in E.

Then for each z in E there is a continuously differentiable function

u( ■ , z) from [O, 00) into E such that w(0, 2) = z and u'(t, 2) =Au(t, z)

for all t in [O, °°). Furthermore, if z and w are in E, then

\u(t, 2) — u(t, w) I ^<p(t, \z — w\) for all tin [O, <*>).

Remark 2. Note that if D+[x, y, A]i¿a(\x—y\) for all x and y in

E, then (ii) holds by Remark 1.

Remark 3. Note that condition (ii) is equivalent to Re(Ax—Ay, g)

¿a(\x— y\) for all x and y in £ and some g in G(x— y) (see Exam-

pie 1).

Theorem 1 will be proved with a sequence of lemmas each of which

is under the suppositions of Theorem 1. Let 2 be in £ and let F be a

neighborhood of 2 for which there is a number M such that \Ax\ ^M

for all x in V. Furthermore, choose P>0 sufficiently small so that if

x is in £ with |x— z\ ^MT, then x is in V. Now let (e„)" be a se-

quence of positive numbers such that lim,,-,,,, e„ = 0.

Lemma 4. For each positive integer n there is a positive integer N

= N(n), a partition (/?)JL0 °f [0, P], and a function unfrom [O, P] into

V such that:

(i)   I i™—¿?_0| en'1 for each 1 gi£N.
(ii)   \u„(t) — un(s) I ̂ M\i— s\ for all t and s in [O, P].

(iii) // t is in (#_!, tí], then (un)'-(t) exists and equals Aun(t*_¿)

for each l^i^n.

(iv) // Ix-un(l?-i)I üMfä-fi-t) then \Ax—Aun(tí-i)\ á«n-

Proof. Let ¿2 = 0 and un(fü) —%■ Inductively, for each positive

integer i choose 8" in [O, w_1] such that ¿"_i + S™^ Pand

(1) If \x-un(tti)\ ^M8" then \Ax-Aun(t?-i)\ ác

(2) Exactly one of the following holds:

(a) o^ra-ior^ + Ô^P.

(b) Alternative (a) does not hold and for each ß>0 there is an

x,9Ín£such that M8i<\xß-un(ti_1)\ SM8i+ßand \Axß-Aun(t^i)\

>en.

Take £«#_,+$ and for each / in [í"_i. tí] define «,(/) =«„(/?_ 1)

+ (i-ti)^«í»(í?-i)- By the choice of Af and P it is clear that if /

and s are in [O, t]i for some positive integer i, then | w„(/) — un(s) |

gAf|¿ — 51 and hence |«n(i)—z| = |wB(<) — m„(0) | ^AftgiPPso that

m„(¿) is in V. The claim is that there is an integer N such that /#= P.

Suppose, for contradiction, that this is not the case. Since í"_i</?< P

for all »el, there is an s0 in (0, P] such that limt_w í" = í0- Since
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\un(tî)—un(tJ)\^M\tî—tj\, the sequence («»(#))<"0 is Cauchy so

let Xo = lim<^.eo m„(/"). Let 0<p<w_1 be such that if |x—x0| ^p, then

Ax—Axo\ á«n/3. Choose an integer k sufficiently large so that

tf-«-i| <p/(3Jlf+l) and | m»(£_i) -Xo| ^p/3. Since 14T—iS-a|
<»-' and ¿¡^«¡^T, alternative (b) of (2) must hold. However, by

the choice of k, x0, and p, if x is in E and Môl< \x — «*(<*_i)| ^Af5ï

+p/3,then | *-«„(£_ i)| ^Af(#-/2_,)-r-p/3^2p/3 and hence

| x — xo |   á  | x — mb(4-i) |  + | un(tk-i) — x01   = 2p/3 + p/3 = p

so that

| Ax — Aunitk-i) I   =  \ Ax — Axo\  + | ^4x0 — Au„(tk-i) |

^ 6B/3 + e„/3

< en.

This is a contradiction to alternative (b) of (2). This contradiction

shows that there exists such an integer N. The other assertions of

the lemma now follow easily from the construction of «„.

Lemma 5. The sequence of functions (un)o converge uniformly to a

function ufrom [0, 2"] into V such that m(0) =z.

Proof. Using the notations of Lemma 4, let n and m be positive

integers and for each t in [O, T] define p(t) = \un(t)—um(t)\. Let t

be in (0, T] and let * and j be integers such that / is in (<?_i, I?] and /

is in (fj-i, t™\. By Lemma 1 and part (iii) of Lemma 4,

p'-(t) =  lim (| un(t) — um(t) + h[Aun(ti-i) — Aujj-i-à] \
Ä-»~0

—  | m„(0 — um(t) | )/h

a  lim ( | un(t) — um(l) + h[Au„it) — Aum(t)] \
h->-0

-    |  Unit)   -  Um(t) | )/h

+ | AuniU-i) — Aun(t) |  + | Aum(t) — AujJ¡-i) |

= i9_[«„(/), ujj), A] + | AuniU-i) — <4«*(i) |
m

+ | Aum(t) — Aum(tj-.i) | .

By part (ii) of Lemma 4, | «„(#_,)-«„(i) | áJf|í-tf.-i| ^ AT| ¿? — /?_x|
and so by part (iv) of Lemma 4, |.<4wB(#_i) — Aunit) | ^eB. Analo-
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gously, \Aum(t)—Aum(ti'-i)\ ^em. Thus, from supposition (ii) of

Theorem 1,

pL(t) g a(p(t)) + en + em

for each t in (0, P]. Since p(0) =0 we have by Lemma 3 that p(t)

ÛTp(t) where \p is the maximal solution to y' =ot(y) +eB+€m such that

\[/(0)=0. It now follows from Lemma 2 that the sequence (un(t))î

is uniformly Cauchy on [0, P] and hence converges uniformly on

[O, P] to a continuous function u on [O, P]. Since \u„(t)—un(s)\

^M\t — s\ for all ra^l, it is immediate that \u(t)—u(s)\ ^M\l—s\

for all t and y in [O, P]. Since mb(0) =z for all n ^ 1, w(0) =z and hence

|«(i)-2| ^Mt^MT so that u(t) is in V for all t in [O, P]. This

completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 6. If u is as in Lemma 5, then u(t) =z+/0' Au(s)ds for all

t in [0, P].

Proof. For each positive integer n define the function vn from

[0, P] into £ by vn(t) =Aun(ti_x) whenever t is in (£_lf i,B] and o„(0)

=Az. By the construction of mb in Lemma 4 we have that | vn(i) | í£ M

and

f'fc<mb(0 = z +   I    »B(í)dí
•/ o

for all t in [O, P]. If 2 is in (i?_i, <?], we have by parts (i) and (ii) of

Lemma 4 that

| u(t) - un(tii) |   ^ | u(t) - «„(/) |  + | un(t) - mb(/"_i) |

g | «(/) - un(t) |  + w-ijlf.

Thus, by Lemma 5 and the continuity of A, limn^mvn(t) =Au(t) for

each t in [O, P]. Since the sequence (v„)î is uniformly bounded, it

follows by bounded convergence that

u(t) = lim un(t) = lim z +  I    vn(s)ds = z +  I    j4m(s)<íí

and the proof of the lemma is complete.

Lemma 6 shows that (ADE) has a local solution with initial value

z for each z in £. We will now use this to show that each solution to

(ADE) can be defined on [O, oo).

Lemma 7. For each z in E there is a function u( • , z) from [O, oo)

into E such that m(0, z) =z and u( • , z) is a solution to (ADE) on [O, »),
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Proof. By Lemma 6 there is a T>0 such that u(t, z) is defined

for all t in [0, T). If r<°°,let 0<h<T and for each t in

[0, T-h) define p(t) = \u(l+h, s)—u(t, z)\. By Lemma 1, p'-it)

= D-[uit+h), uit), A ] so by supposition (ii) of Theorem 1, p'-it)

— aipil)) for all I in (0, T—h). Thus, from Lemma 3,

| u(t + h,z) - uit, z) |   = <p(t, | m(â, z) - «(0, z) I )

for all / in [O, T—h). Let t-\-h and / tend to T from below, then h

must tend to 0 from above and by Lemma 2, <p(t, p) tends to 0 as

p tends to +0, uniformly for t in a bounded subinterval of [O, »).

Consequently, lim^+o</>(£, |«(A, z) — w(0, z)|)=0 uniformly for t in

[O, 2"] and it follows that uit) tends to a limit as t tends to 7" from

below. By Lemma 6 w(t, z) can be continued past T and it follows

that u(t, z) can be defined for all t in [0, «>) and the proof of the

lemma is complete.

Lemma 8. If z and w are in E and t is in [O, «>), then

| uit, z) — w(¿, w) |   £= $(/, | z — w | ).

Proof. For each t in [0, <») define p(2) = | u(t, z) — w(¿, w) \. Then

by Lemma 1 and supposition (ii) of Theorem 1,

p'-(t) = D-[u(t, z), u(t, w),A] = a(p(t))

for all / in [O, «) and the assertion of the lemma follows easily from

Lemma 3.

Since <j>it, 0) =0 for all t in [0, °o) the uniqueness of m( • , z) is

immediate from Lemma 7 and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

Example 2. Suppose that A is continuous and —A is monotonie

on E (see Example 1). Then D-[x, y, A ] 5=0 for all x and y in £ so

that if air) =0 for all r in R (and hence (bit, p) =P for all t and p in

[O, °°)), then each of the conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. In

particular, A generates a semigroup of nonlinear operators on E. In

[9] G. F. Webb proves this with the additional assumption that the

image of E under I — eA (where I is the identity function on E) is E

for each €>0 (i.e. —A is ra-monotonic on E). Webb also gives a

product integral representation of the solution u(t, z). However, if

for each y in E, A —I—y generates a semigroup of nonlinear opera-

tors, then —A is necessarily m-monotonic on E (see [l, Theorem 3]).

Since A — I—y satisfies each of the suppositions of A in Theorem 1,

with a(y) = —7, we have as a corollary to Theorem 1 that if —A is

continuous and monotonie, then —A is m-monotonic.
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Remark 4. Suppose that A satisfies the suppositions of Theorem 1

and letx and y be in £. If g is in G(x—y) (see Example 1) then |g| =1

and (x—y, g) = |x— y| so that

Re(Ax — Ay, g) = Re I   lim   [u(k, x) — x — u(h, y) -f- y]/h, g)
\ »-»+0 /

=   lim   [Re(w(A, x) - u(h, y), g) - (x - y, g)]/h
«-♦+0

^    lim    r | u(h, x) — u(h, y)\   — | x — y \ ]/h

g   lim   fo(A, | x - y | ) - 0(0, | * - y | )]/*
Ä->+0

= a(| x-y| ).

Since this is true for each g in G(x—y) we have by Example 1 that

D+[x, y, A]^a(\x—y\) for all x and y in £. In particular, if —A is

continuous and monotonie, then —A is accretive.

Remark 5. In [5], Kato shows that the conclusions of Theorem 1

are valid in the case that a(r) =0 for each number r and the space

£* is uniformly convex. If £ is a general Banach space, a(r) =0 for

each number r, and the function A is locally uniformly continuous

on £, then Browder [2] shows that the conclusions of Theorem 1 are

valid.
Remark 6. In [7], the author proves a theorem concerning the

existence and stability of critical points of the equation (ADE) in

which local existence of solutions to (ADE) is assumed. In view of

Theorem 1, one sees that this assumption is now redundant. In

particular, Theorem 1 and methods similar to those used in [l] and

[7] provide some techniques which can be used to establish fixed

point theorems for operators in a Banach space.
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